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During the 1960’s, engineers, cf. [2,9], developed an elegant 
heoretical approach to designing “systems” governed by linear 
:onstant coefficient differential equations to meet given specifications. 
‘hillips and Lax [12] d uring this same period developed a scattering 
heory for energy-conserving hyperbolic systems and more recently 
or dissipative systems [13]. The abstract operator theorists Sz.-Nagy 
tnd Foias [14] developed a method for determining when two 
operators of norm less than or equal to one (contraction operators) are 
mitarily equivalent, and they used this to construct canonical models 
:or certain classes of operators. 
Although these three theories differ in many respects, they have the 
lame mathematical core. The relation between the Nagy-Foias and 
Lax-Phillips theories was discovered in 1965 by Adamajan and Arov 
md is described in [ 121. This article describes the relationship between 
inear time invariant systems theory and the Lax-Phillips-Nagy-Foias 
heory. We concentrate on discrete time systems because it is for these 
:hat the relationship is most clear. Livsic, beginning in the 1950’s, 
leveloped a model theory for operators which, though much different 
n form, is roughly equivalent to that of Nagy and Foias. In 1965 he 
wrote a book [lo], d escribing the relationship between his approach to 
:anonical models and engineering.’ Our approach and Livsic’s differ 
:onsiderably and actually bear little resemblence to one another. 
decently, Livsic [I l] has written another book on systems, which 
beems to emphasize new directions one can take with model theory. 
American engineering realizability theory is well-developed in finite 
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Toeplita Operators in June 1972 and at the Conference on the Operator Theory of 
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i A translation of [lo] is forthcoming in the AMS Monograph series. 
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dimensions, and it is somewhat developed in infinite dimensions [I]. 
It is closely related to the Lax-Phillips and nonresidual part Nagy- 
Foias theory, and we shall give theorems which generalize both this 
and the standard engineering theory. The author first noticed the 
connections between operator theory and the electrical networks 
aspect of realizability theory; articles [5] and [6] concern this. 
The first section of this paper defines discrete time systems and 
gives our conventions concerning them. The second section treats 
discrete time systems from the Lax-Phillips viewpoint. One thing 
which emerges from this is an explicit formula relating the scattering 
theory wave operators to the systems theory controllability and 
observability operators. The third section generalizes three basic 
engineering theorems to infinite dimensions and shows how these 
theorems are related to basic theorems of Nagy and Foias. Mathe- 
matically speaking, the theory developed is a canonical models theory 
for classifying operators up to similarity rather than unitary equiva- 
lence as in Nagy and Foias. Section 4 applies the similarity theorem 
developed in Section 3 to a popular question in operator theory: When 
is an operator similar to a contraction operator ? This approach seems 
particularly suited to what we call asymptotically stable operators, 
namely, ones which satisfy A”x + 0 and A*nx + 0 for each x in the 
Hilbert space. As a consequence of our similarity theory, we obtain for 
asymptotically stable operators necessary and sufficient conditions 
which complete the sufficient conditions obtained by Davis and 
Foias [3]. 
This article is accessible to a functional analyst who has no back- 
ground in systems theory; however, such a reader will certainly find 
this article unmotivated. It is heartily recommended that he glance 
through a standard text such as [2] (especially Chaps. 5 and 6). 
Hopefully, the article will be accessible to some engineers with 
abstract inclinations. To this purpose many facts standard among 
analysts are accompanied by references to supplementary material, 
We shall use the following notation. If X is a Hilbert space, let 
Z2(k, co, X) denote the Hilbert space of all square summable sequences 
of vectors in X indexed by integers greater than or equal to k. The 
circle of unit radius will be denoted by T, and if X is a Hilbert space, 
L2(T, X) will denote the Hilbert space of square integrable X-valued 
functions on the circle. The “Fourier map” of Z2(--co, 00, X) + 
L2(T, X) given by 
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will be denoted by 7. The image of P(0, co, X) (resp. Z2( - co, - 1, X) 
under 7 will be denoted by H2(T, X) (resp. R2(T, X)). The family of 
all bounded linear operators mapping X onto itself will be designated 
=q-% 1). 
1. LINEAR DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS 
This paper concerns discrete time linear systems and we shall 
define them in the usual way (cf. [9, Part IV; 2, Appendix C]. This 
section sets forth our conventions. 
We shall deal with three Hilbert spaces: 0 the input space, 7 the 
output space, and X the state space. A system will be a 4-tuple of 
operators [A, B, C, D] with A: X+X, B: O-+X, C: X-t p, and 
D: 0 -+ p. The system [A, B, C, D] is thought of as a machine which 
assigns to input u(n) and internal state x(n) at time n the output 
y(n) = c+) + w.9 (l-1) 
and which shifts the state of the machine to 
x(n + 1) = Ax(n) + Bu(n). (1.2) 
We assume that at time 0 the state of the machine is 0, that is, x(O) = 0. 
Here u(n) E 0, y(n) E P, and x(n) E X. One might note that Eqs. (1.1) 
and (1.2) are just the discrete time versions (cf. [2, Appendix C] of 
the equations 
(d/dt) x(t) = Ilk(t) + Ah(t), 
r(t) = Wt) + Qu(t), 
for continuous time linear systems. 
The most important objects used in the study of a system 
[A, B, C, D] are 
the frequency response function 
T(z) = D + &(I - id)-l B 
which is considered to be defined for z in a neighborhood of the origin; 
the controllability operator 
%?: a dense subset of P(0, co, 8) + X 
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defined by 
%(uo, u1 , u2 ,...) = i AkBuk , 
k=O 
the observability operator 
Q: a dense subset of P(0, co, P) -+ X 
defined by 
Q(ro ,yr ,..a) = f A*“C*J’, . 
k=O 
Almost always in this paper the frequency response function T(x) 
will be defined and analytic on the unit disk and have boundary 
values T(eie) a.e. When this is the case, T relates the Fourier transform 
zi of an input sequence u. , ui , 24a ,... to the Fourier transform j of an 
output sequence y0 , y1 , y2 ,... by the formula p(8) = T(eie) z?(0). This 
relationship is gotten trivially by Fourier transforming Eqs. (1.1) and 
(1.2). 
The controllability operator in finite dimensions has all of X as 
its range if and only if the system is “state controllable”. State 
controllable means that given an arbitrary x in X there is a finite input 
string i with the property that the machine arrives in state x where i 
is “fed” into the machine. 
If the state space is n-dimensional, then by the Cayley Hamilton 
Theorem the operator An is a linear combination of An-l, Anw2,... 
and so range $7 = range[B, A&..., A”-lB]. In finite dimensional 
system theory, this finite dimensional operator is called the con- 
trollability operator. 
Now we define precisely the domains of our infinite dimensional 
controllability and observability operators. Let 
let 
A(n) = {fEP(O, co, O):f(k) = 0 if K > 71 - l}, 
and let V, and Qd denote the controllability and observability 
operators with domain of definition A. We define %?(resp. Q) to 
be the closure of vA(resp. Qd) whenever V(resp. Q) are closable and 
to simply be V,(resp. QJ otherwise. For a discussion of unbounded 
operators, see [ 16, Chap. VII]. 
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There are two reasonable possibilities for defining controllability in 
infinite dimensions. We shall call a system approximately controllable 
if range V is dense in X and exactly controllable if range V is all of X. 
A system will be called continuously controllable if V is bounded. 
If R is a subspace of P(O, co, 0) for which range V IR = range V, 
then for most purposes we can use %? IR instead of g. We call such a 
space controlling for V. The advantage of this is that although V is 
unbounded, V IR may be bounded. For example, the controllability 
operator in finite dimensions mentioned above is just % Idtn) . The 
notion of “observability”, like that of controllability, is standard in 
systems theory. We will not go into the motivation for it here, but 
we refer the reader to [2, Chap. 5, Section 41. Henceforth, approxi- 
mately and exactly observable, observing space, etc., will be defined as 
above with Q replacing V. 
If H is a Hilbert space, we let 7 denote the usual isometric isomor- 
phism of 12(-co, co, H) onto L2(T, H). Namely, if 
h = (..., h-2 , h-1 , h, , h, , h, ,...) 
is in 12(-co, co, H), then 
[oh] = F hkeike 
k=-cc 
(1.3) 
Since we shall be dealing frequently with unbounded operators $? 
and Q, we require a lemma about their adjoints. (See [16, Chap. 7, 
Section 3, Definition l] for definition of adjoint.) 
LEMMA 1.1. If a system has a bounded frequency response matrix, 
then the domain of the adjoint of its controllability (obserwability) 
operator contains the range of its observability (controllability) operator. 
Proof. Suppose that w  E P(0, co, q and h E 12[0, co, q. If w  is in 
the domain of V and h has only finitely many terms, then the com- 
putation 
(1.4) 
20 
yields 
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(VW, Qh) = $ lo2T (T(e4) TW, A) eis do. 
From this we get the estimate 
< mp I/ Wis)ll II w II II h II- 
Thus, for w  in the domain of V, the linear function (Uw, Qh) in h is 
bounded. We have proved that range V C domain Q*. The fact 
range Q C domain V* is proved similarly. 
A consequence of this lemma is that if an approximately controllable 
(observable) system has a bounded frequency response function, 
then Q(resp. V) is closable (cf. [16, Chap. 7, Section 2, Theorem 31. 
2. SCATTERING THEORY AND SYSTEMS 
The theory which we shall develop is set in the large Hilbert space 
which is the direct sum of all input strings, all states, and all output 
strings. To be specific, 
where each Uek is actually 0 and each Yr is actually Y, but we insert 
subscripts to label locations in this direct sum. Frequently, we shall 
abbreviate the definition of Z by writing 
The operator W, called the evolution operator, which describes how 
the system [A, B, C, D] acts on this space at each jump in time, can be 
seen from the expression 
r 
y2 
CX, +bU-, 
i,: ( BU- 1 
u-2 
u-3 
:= 
J 
I 
I 0 
0 C D 
u A B 0 
I 
I 
0 I 
+2 
Yl 
0 
Xll 
u-1 
u-2 
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to be the infinite matrix on the right-hand side of this equation. 
The 0 in an infinite matrix will always single out the X to X com- 
ponent of the matrix. 
Let Pk denote the orthogonal projection onto the Kth subspace of 
the direct sum Z; here P, denotes the projection onto X. Let 
p* = p,, + p*z + Pf3 + **-*. 
Remark 2.1. It is easy to check that 
A” = P,W” Ix. 
This says that W is a power dilation of A. The operator Wn is the 
discrete time analogue of the Lax-Phillips evolution group U(t) for 
the wave equation in the exterior of an obstacle and A is the analogue 
of their semigroup Z(t). In the special case where I/ A (1 < I, 
D = -A*jo, C = (1 - A*A)l12, B = (1 - AA*)l12, cl range C = p, 
and cl range B = 0, the operator W is just the Nagy unitary dilation 
for A. Up to trivial changes, this is the only system having state 
propagator A and a unitary evolution operator W; we shall call it a 
standard unitary system. The frequency response function of a 
standard unitary system is just the Nagy-Foias characteristic operator 
function (see [14, Definition VI( l.l)] of A*. 
A particular system which will be important here is the free system. 
For the free system X = 0 = p, and we denote by ZF the corre- 
sponding space Z. The free system is just [0, 1, I, 01, its evolution 
operator S, is just the right shift operator on the direct sum G’&. 
The symbol S- denotes the left shift; SW = S+*. 
If F(eis) is an L(H, H) -valued function multiplication by F on 
L2(T, H) is the operator “/%21F: L2(T, H) -+L2(T, H) defined by 
[dfq?g](e~e) = F(@) g(e@) 
for each g in L2(T, H). Suppose that 0 = P. Then multiplication 
by T(e-@) on La(T, O) induces under 7, the operator T on 
Z2[- co, 03, 01 = &$ whose infinite matrix is 
-CAB 
‘CA2B 
D 0 
‘CB D 
CAB CB 
CA2B CAB 
0 
0 
0 
D 
CB 
CAB 
We denote by T the operator induced on yt”F by T(e-ie)*. 
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Henceforth, for technical simplicity, we shall assume that for any 
system we discuss dim 8 = dim p < dim X. In order to avoid 
bookkeeping, with various identification maps, we shall consider 
0 = PC X. Thus, given a system [A, B, C, D] with space &? and 
the above identification, we have a space ZF naturally imbedded in &. 
We now compare the free system acting on ZF to the system 
[A, B, C, D]. This is what is done in classical scattering theory. 
In order to begin, we extend the free system evolution operator 
from ZF to L@ and obtain the operator 
0 
I 
I 
I 
which we also denote by S, . 
of X onto U C X. 
Here p denotes the orthogonal projection 
The classical backward wave operator (cf. [12, Chap. 2, Section 41) 
in this setting is 
W- = lim WnSmn. 
Pm 
The matrix of WnSwn is easy to compute; for example, Was-3 is 
WV-3 = 
I 
I 
CP D 0 
0 CAp CB D 
CA2 CAB CB D 
A3P A2B AB B r\ 0 
- I 
0 I 
In this matrix, and even as 12 increases, the left-most nontrivial column 
is formally a projection times the first n terms of Q* plus A”. If Q* 
is bounded and 11 An 11 is uniformly bounded, then these terms have 
no effect on a strong limit of WnSmn. The operator Q* is bounded if Q 
is bounded (cf. [16, Chap. 7, Section 1, Theorem 2’1. 
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For future purposes, we need to transplant the controllability and 
observability operators to &‘. Henceforth, we assume that V: 3E” + X 
and Q: .z? --t X are defined so that 
and 
Vh=Bpx+ABy,+A2By2+.-* 
Qh = C*px + A*C*u-, + A*2C*~-, + -1. 
for each vector h = (, .., uM2 , uW1x, y1 , yz ,...) in &‘. From this 
discussion and expression (2.1) we obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. If Q is bounded and 11 A” 11 is uniformly bounded, 
then 
strong F+. WnSen = P- + V f PJS+ . (2.2) 
Under any circumstances, limit WnS-“h exists for any h in S with 
only finitely many positive (output) terms not equal to 0; this limit is 
just W-h, where W- is given by (2.2). 
A standard notion used in systems theory is that of the adjoint 
system. The adjoint system to [A, B, C, D] is 
y(n) = B*x(n) + D*zl(n), (2.3) 
x(n - 1) = A*x(n) + C*u(n). (2.4) 
Its time evolution operator on .@’ is W* and from a discussion like the 
one above one gets 
lim W*TS+~ = P+ + Q + P-FS- n-bm (25) 
provided that C* is bounded and 11 An /I is uniformly bounded. This 
limit is also defined for h in SP with only finitely many negative 
(input) terms not equal to zero. 
We introduce formal definitions: 
The backward wave operator is 
The forward wave operator is 
W+=P+$Q+P-?‘.!L. 
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The analogue to the relationship in classical scattering theory 
between the wave operators and the scattering matrix is 
THEOREM 2.3. For any system with bounded frequency response 
function, 
W+*Wmh = TS-h 
for any h in 2 with [P,, + P-]h in domain Q. 
Proof. An important fact in this proof and in future developments 
is a simple consequence of Eq. (1.3), namely, 
Q*%w = [PO + P-1 TS+[P, + P+]w (2.6) 
for w in domain V. 
Suppose that h is in Z and [PO + P-]h is in domain $7, then 
Q*W-h = Q*P,,W-h = Q*gh = [P,, + P-1 TS+[P, + P+]h. 
The terms besides Q in W+ are bounded and so 
W+“W-h = P+Wuh +Q*W-h + W+*Psh 
z.z P+iT+h + [PO + P-1 TS+[P,, + P+]h + TS+Pm 
when applied to h. Since P+TS,P- = 0, this becomes 
W+*W-h = T&h. 
Now, we state 
GENERAL PRINCIPLE. If one knows the frequency response matrix 
for a system, then one knows its controllability (observability) operator 
af and only af one knows its forward (backward) wave operator. Further- 
more, if one knows the controllability and observability operator, then the 
frequency response operator can be determined up to an additive constant. 
The first sentence follows from Theorem 2.3. The second follows 
from Lemma 1.1 which implies that U*Q determines all coefficients 
of the power series expansion for T(eis) besides the 0th order one. 
The following proposition tells for which controllable and observ- 
able systems range W, is dense in Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If an approximately controllable and observable 
system with bounded V and Q has a frequency response function T(eie) 
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which along with its inverse is unifOrmly bounded, then range W+ 
(resp. range W-) is dense in .F ;f and only zy T(eiO)* T(eie) (resp. 
T(eie) T(eie)*) is constant. 
Since this proposition and the terminology we need to prove it are 
not essential to the rest of the paper, we do not attempt to make this 
proof self-contained. The terminology we use is that of [14]. In order 
to prove Proposition 2.4 we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. If k(eis) is a unz;formly invertible outer function, and 
if the subspace 
s = {f(x) E HZ: k(z) f(z) E P} 
of R2 is dense in R2, then k(eie) is a constant function. 
Proof. By the Lax-Buerling Theorem, there is a conjugate inner 
function A such that S = AR2. Since KS is a dense subspace of w2, 
the function kcl & q, is conjugate analytic and, in fact, conjugate 
outer. The fact that k(eie) is uniformly invertible implies that q is 
also. Thus, we have k-l and y-i an H” (analytic) and an Rrn (con- 
jugate analytic) function, respectively, satisfying k-l = Aq-l. That is, 
k-l is both analytic and conjugate analytic; consequently, k is a 
constant function. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4 
The wave operator W+ maps SF into Z. Suppose that range W+ is 
dense in Z. Then, given u in U, there is a sequence 
such that 
fnE U@(X = O)C2q 
Qf,, -+ 0 and P-FS-f,, + u. 
Equation (2.6) implies that %‘*Q + P-5r’S- = T’s_[P,, + P,], and so 
TS-fn approaches 21 in P-S. Let k(eie) #(eie) denote the outer-inner 
factorization of T(e-ie)*, see [14, Chap. 5, Section 4.31. Under the 
map 7, the subspace U @ 0 of A$ becomes R2(T, 0, and U @ X 
becomes a Hardy-type space which we denote by RsF(T). Since 
T(e-ie)* is uniformly invertible, k(eis) is also, and the inequality 
implies that jl a,hf 11 n Bs is bounded. Thus, there is a subsequence of a,hfn 
which converges weakly to a function g, in W2. Since k(eie) g,(eie) = 
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y(eie) g my, the preceding lemma says that the family S of obtainable 
y(eie) is dense in N2 if and only if k(eis) is constant. However, the fact 
that range W- is dense in Z forces S to be dense and we have proved 
that k(eie) is constant. 
Suppose that T(eie)*T(eie) = A, a constant. Let k, be the positive 
square root of A,. Clearly, T(eis) = $(eie)k, where J$ is unitary. 
Now apply the map 7-l to get operators $ and K, on SF. Observe 
that k,P, = P+K, , that k,,P,, = P,,R,, , and that (rfS_)*U C U @ 0. 
Consider TS- restricted to U @ 0. 
The null space N of P-T’s_ and the null space N+ of [P+ + PO] p;S- 
are orthogonal complements in U @ 0. Equation (2.6) along with 
controllability imply that N+ is precisely the null space of Q. This 
yields the desired results, since the image of N-1 (resp. N+I) under 
IV+ is its image under Q (resp. P-TX), and this is dense in X 
(resp. U). A similar argument applies to range K . 
Remark 2.6. For a standard unitary system, the range of W- is 
just the space &Y(9) of Nagy-Foias (cf. [14] Chap. II, Section 2). 
The range of W+ is d(Z*). 
3. CANONICAL MODELS AND SYSTEMS 
In this section we extend the standard finite dimensional systems 
realizability theory to infinite dimensions and thereby give a Nagy- 
Foias type infinite dimensional model theory for similarity classes of 
contractions. The results given generalize basic results from these 
two areas and, what may be more important, describe the intimate 
relation between these two areas. A different approach to extending 
finite dimensional theorems to infinite dimensions with particular 
reference to Theorem 3c.l can be found in [l]. 
This section treats three subjects: first, the canonical decomposition 
of a system into controllable and observable parts; second, the relation 
between two systems with the same frequency response functions; 
and third, the construction of a system with given frequency response 
function. This treatment parallels the presentation in finite dimensions 
given by Chen [2]. The fourth part of this section applies the results 
of the first three parts to standard unitary systems to get basic 
theorems of Nagy and Foias and to demonstrate how the Nagy-Foias 
theory for their C, p o erators is just a study of discrete time energy 
conserving systems. 
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a. Canonical Decomposition of a System 
Given a system with frequency response function T(eie), there may 
be a “smaller” system with the same frequency response function. 
The following discussion concerns the decomposition of a system 
into canonical parts (cf. [2, Chap. 5, Section 61 or [17, Chap. 11, 
Section 51). 
Let S, = cl range V and S, = cl rangeQ for the system [A, B, C, D]. 
Let SE and S’i denote the orthogonal complement of S, and SO, 
respectively. Now write each operator in the system as a matrix with 
respect to S, and SE. Since S, is invariant under A, the system 
[A, B, C, D] is 
and clearly 
C,A,“B, = CA”B. 
Thus, the original system has the same frequency response function as 
[A, , B, , C, , D], and this system is approximately controllable. The 
same process works on [A, B, C, D] with observability (SG rather than 
SO is invariant under A) to give a “smaller” approximately observable 
system [A, , B, , C,, , D]. If one combines these two processes, one 
gets (by first decomposing the system [A, B, C, D] into controllable 
and uncontrollable parts and then decomposing these systems into 
observable and unobservable parts) a decomposition theorem for 
systems. 
THEOREM 3a.l. The state space of a system [A, B, C, D] can 
be decomposed X = 23,; @ S,, @ S,, @ SE,, so that with respect to this 
decomposition the system has the form 
Furthermore, the frequency response function for the approximately 
controllable and observable system [Ace , B,, , C,,, , D] is the same as 
the one for [A, B, C, D]. 
b. Two Systems with the Same Frequency Response Function 
This section discusses the extent to which a system is determined 
by its frequency response function. First, it is necessary to discuss 
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pseudoinverses of an operator. Suppose that M is an unbounded 
operator with domain 9 from one Hilbert space HI to another Ha , 
and suppose that &? is a subspace of 9, which does not intersect the 
null space of M. We define the 9 pseudoinverse of M, written M;l, 
to be the operator G with range equal to g so that GM (resp. MG) is 
the identity operator on 9 (resp. MS?). This section’s main theorem is 
THEOREM 3b.l. Suppose that two approximately controllable and 
observable systems [A, B, C, D] and [A, B, C, D] have the same 
frequency response function T(x) which is defined and analytic in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Then there is a possibly unbounded operator 
M with dense range such that the equations 
MA=AM MB=& CM=C D=D 
each hold on a dense set. If the two systems are continuously controllable 
and observable, then one such operator M can be gotten explicitly. It is 
defined on range V whenever 3 and 9 are controlling and observing 
spaces for V, V? and Q, Q, respectively. Note that 
and 
93 = [null %? = null @I1 
9 = [nullQ = null& 
are one set of spaces for which this theorem applies. Clearly, if both 
systems are continuously exactly controllable, or observable, then M is 
bounded and invertible. 
Proof. Theorem 3b.l is just the natural extension of the finite 
dimensional theorem of Youla and Tissi to infinite dimensions 
(cf. [2, Theorem 5-211). 
The dotted and undotted systems have the same frequency response 
function if and only if 
CA”B = C&B for n = 0, I,2 ,... . 
Clearly, there is no loss of generality if we replace A by the scalar 
multiple cuA and A by aA in this theorem (provided that 01 # 0). 
Thus, we may assume that /I A 11 < 1 and consequently that both 
systems are continuously controllable and observable. One may obtain 
Q*A”$f? = Q*/jkg (3b.l) 
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for K = 0 from Eq. (2.6) and for K = 1 from an argument similar 
to the one used to obtain Eq. (2.6). 
From this, one gets if 9 and 9 are controlling and observing for V, 
%? and Q, Q, respectively, then 
(&G)* Q*A”x = A”%%Z$x 
for x E range V. By setting k = 0, we see that 
holds on range 55’ = %9?, regardless of which 9 and 9 is used. We 
define M to be this operator on range %?. 
By setting k = 1, we see that 
MA=/iM (3b.2) 
on range %. Since Q*M = Q*, and consequently P&*M = P,,Q”, 
we get CM = C on range V. Also, MY? = d from which we get 
M%‘P,, = %?P, , i.e., MB = 8. 
The proof concludes by demonstrating that a suitable 9 and 9 
can always be found. Approximate observability and Eq. (3b.l) for 
k = 0 imply that null ‘X = null %?. Set null 91 = 9. Clearly, 
range V = ??99 and range %? = $9; thus W is controlling. Likewise, 
9 = [null Q = null Q]J- is observing. The “note” in Theorem 3b.l 
is verified. 
The last line of Theorem 3b.l follows trivially from the definition 
of M and the paragraph above. 
One can also view Theorem 3b.l in terms of X, evolution operat- 
ors, and wave operators and thereby give a different proof of the 
theorem. We shall only state the result of that approach. 
THEOREM 3b.2. Suppose that 
Y = [A, B, C, D] and 9 = [A, B, c, B] 
are two systems with the same frequency response function and suppose 
that they are continuously exactly controllable and observable. Then the 
“UP 
V = P+ + IMP, + P- of X onto .k satisfies VW = WV-. 
This theorem also follows easily from Theorem 3b.l. 
We insert the following lemma on exactly controllable and 
observable systems. 
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LEMMA 3b.3. If a system has a frequency response function which is 
analytic on the disk and uniformly bounded, if (1) the system is approxi- 
mately controllable and observable, and if 
II v*x II 2 II x II and II Q*Y II 3 II Y II 
for x in domain V* and y in domain Q* or (2) the system is exactly 
controllable and observable, then the system is continuously exactly 
controllable and observable. 
Proof. From Eq. (2.6) we see that 
II Q-w II G II TII II Hw II 
if w  E domain %. Hypothesis (2) along with the closed graph theorem 
says that there is an l > 0, so that for g E domain Q* 
II Q*g II 3 E II g II. 
Thus, 11 %‘w /I < 11 T 11 (l/e)/1 w  Ij for a dense family of w, and we may 
conclude that ‘%9 is bounded. Hypothesis 1 gives (3b.5) with E = 1, 
and so the conclusion still holds. Likewise, Q is bounded. The 
inequalities of Hypothesis 1 imply exact controllability and obser- 
vability. 
c. System Realization 
This section describes the construction of a system with a pre- 
assigned frequency response function. Now we discuss “Hankel 
operators” because they play an important role in the realization of 
systems. Suppose that T(z) is an 9(H, II)-vzlued function analytic 
on the disk with power series expansion CnEo Tnzn. The map of 
P( 1, co, H) into itself with the infinite matrix 
is called the Hankel operator generated by T and it is denoted by 
Hankel, . Another way of viewing the Hankel operator is as follows: 
Let (1 (resp. ii) denote the space of all functions in HR2(T) (resp. 
i7,a(T)) whose power series (resp. conjugate power series) contains 
no constant term. Let R, denote the orthogonal projection of I&~(T) 
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onto II, and let fi be the map of ,5$(T) onto itself which sendsf(&‘) 
intof(evie). It is easy to check that Hankel, is unitarily equivalent to 
the map 
W&T (3c.l) 
of iI into itself. 
An adaptation of the fundamental realizability theorem in systems 
theory (cf. [9, Part 43 finite dim, [l] infinite dim) to infinite dimensions 
is 
THEOREM 3c.l. If T( ) z is a umformly bounded operator-valued 
analytic function on the disk, then there is a 
(1) continuously approximately controllable and observable system 
with frequency response function T; 
(2) continuously exactly controllable and observable system with 
frequence response function T sf and only af Hankelr has closed range.= 
In this case the state propagator for the constructed system is an asymp- 
totically stable contraction; 
(3) system whose controllability and observability operators have 
isometric adjoints if T(eis) is a unitary operator a.e. 
Proof. The construction is extremely simple. Let 
T(x) = TO + T,z + T,x2 + 
be the power series expansion of T. Define P a map of 0 into 
12(1, 00, 0) by 
Bu = [T1u, T,u,...]; 
define S: 1”[1, co, q --t 12[1, CO, q by 
SbI , u2 ,...I = [% , u3 , u4 ,... 1; 
it is called the backward shift. Let c be the orthogonal projection 
onto the first coordinate of 12[1, co, q. Clearly 
Thus, [S, 8, e’, TO] has the frequency response function T(a). 
The system [S, 8, c, TO] is not controllable but it is continuously 
exactly observable. However, Theorem 3a.l implies that a con- 
tinuously approximately controllable and observable system exists. 
580/16/1-3 
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Since the controllability operator for this 
infinite matrix 
system clearly has the 
which is just the matrix for Hankel, , the system constructed in 
Theorem 3a.l is just [A, B, C, TO] where the state space X is cl range 
Hankel, 
A = S restricted to X 
B=B C = c restricted to X. 
Part (1) of the Theorem is proved. 
By construction 5% = Hankel, , so the system [A, B, C, T,,] is 
exactly controllable if and only if range Hankel, is closed. 
Equation (2.6) says that Q*U is unitarily equivalent to Hankel, . 
Thus II Q*x II > 4 x II; consequently, range Q is closed and we have 
exact observability. Conversely, for any continuously exactly con- 
trollable and observable system Q*U has closed range; thus, Hankel, 
for its frequency response function T has closed range. 
This paragraph is devoted to proving that A is asymptotically 
stable. Since Ph --f 0 for each h, we get Anx + 0 for x. Now we 
prove that A*nx -+ 0. Suppose x = Hankel,w; we wish to show that 
sup(Hankelrg, S*” Hankelr w) + 0 
8EP 
as n --t 00. It is easy to check that S Hankel, = Hankel,S* and so 
we only need to prove that 
sup(Hankelr S*ng, Hankelr w) + 0 
g7EP 
If we set I = Hankel,*Hankel,w, then this becomes 
sup(g, LW) --j 0 
g& 
which is true, since II SnZ I/ -+ 0. 
If T(P) is a unitary operator a.e., then it is straightforward to 
show that Hankel, is a partial isometry. Thus, in the preceding 
discussion, 59 is a partial isometry with range equal to X. Since 
Q*U and Hankel, are unitarily equivalent, and since by construction 
range Q is dense in X, we may conclude that Q* is an isometry. 
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Remark 3c.2 (Douglas Clark). If f is scalar-valued analytic and 
uniformly bounded on the disk, Hankelf has closed range if and only 
f can be written vg where 
(1) q~ is an inner function and g E R”(T), 
(2) there is a 6 > 0 such that 
I d4l + I &I > 6 
for x in the disk.2 
d. Standard Unitary Systems 
When one applies the theory which we have constructed in this 
section to a standard unitary system, 
9 = [A, (1 - AA*y2, (1 - A*w2, --A* Iclrange(l-AA*)‘/al 
with 11 A 11 < 1, 
then one gets a considerable portion of the abstract Nagy-Foias 
Theory. This section describes that connection. 
First, we discuss controllability and observability of a standard 
lossless system. One can compute that 
N-l 
%‘%* = li+r~ c A*k(l - A*A) An = lim 1 - A*NAN; (3d.l) 
k=O 
N+m 
likewise 
QQ* =$E 1 - ANA*N. (3d.2) 
If there is a /I < 1 such that for each fixed x one has 
then Px -+ 0. From this we may conclude that the system is exactly 
controllable if and only if V* is an isometry if an only if AN ---t 0 
strongly. Likewise, the system is exactly observable if and only if 
A*N -+ 0 strongly if and only if Q* is an isometry. 
Equation (3d.l) implies that if 59%7*x = 0, then 11 PX II-+ II x 11. 
Since )I Anx 11 is monotone nonincreasing, the space of x such that 
e Paul Fuhrmann has since pursued this direction. In “Realization theory in Hilbert 
space for a class of transformations” he treats the matrix case of the result and in 
“Exact controllability and observability theory on a Hilbert space” he gives the 
complete proof of the scalar result. 
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11 Akx I/ = // x /( for all k is invariant under A and we call A restricted 
to it the isometric part of A. We may conclude from this and a similar 
argument concerning observability that the system is approximately 
controllable (resp. observable) if and only if A (resp. A*) has a trivial 
isometric part. Note that Eqs. (3d.l) and (3d.2) imply that the system 
is always continuously controllable. For a standard unitary system, 
Theorem 3a.l gives a decomposition of A into isometric, adjoint 
isometric, etc., parts. The component Azi is clearly unitary and since 
Ij A 11 < 1, the spaces SE6 and SE61 reduce A. The component of A on 
SE;1 is called the completely nonunitary part of A by Nagy and Foias, 
and we shall denote it by A,,,.,, . The approximately controllable and 
observable subsystem produced by Theorem 3a.l is not a standard 
unitary system; in fact, [14, Proposition VI 3.2(b)] is the closest 
analog in the Nagy-Foias theory to Theorem 3a.l. 
Theorem 3b.l when applied to exactly controllable and observable 
standard unitary systems yields an intertwining operator M which is 
unitary (since V* and 9?* are isometries with the same range). Thus, 
we have that two such systems with the same frequency response 
function have unitary equivalent state propagators. This is precisely 
Proposition II 3.3 of [14] restricted to contractions A for which 
AN--+0 and A*N -+ 0 strongly (these are called C’s, contractions by 
Nagy and Foias). 
Theorem VI 3.1 [14] says that every Z(H, H)-valued analytic 
function S(z) on the unit disk with contraction values is the charac- 
teristic operator function 13,(z) of some operator G, that is, in our 
terminology, S(z) is the frequency response function for some 
standard unitary system. Theorem 3c.l implies that such functions 
S(x) always are the frequency response function of some system, 
however it does not state that the system is standard unitary. 
In the case where S(eie) is unitary a.e., one can show that the system 
resulting from Theorem 3c.l is standard unitary. In the Nagy-Foias 
construction, the operator A for which e,(z) = S(z) is the restriction 
of the backward shift on HH2(T) to the space 
X = HH2(T) @ dlsHH2(T). 
However, As is unitary onLH2(T), and this implies that 
X = range Hankel, . 
Thus, the construction of A in Theorem 3c.l and the Nagy-Foias 
construction are equivalent. Moreover, one can show that both 
constructions give the same system. 
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Remark 3d. 1. The only exactly controllable and observable 
systems with frequency response function T(k”) unitary a.e. have the 
form [M&lP, M(l - AA*)lj2, (1 - A*A)1/2M-1, --A*], where M 
is bounded and invertible. This is just a trivial modification of a 
standard unitary system. In many cases, T(eie) unitary a.e. has the 
physical interpretation that the system conserves energy. Thus, it is 
reasonable to think of standard unitary systems as being the class 
of exactly controllable and observable energy conserving systems. 
4. OPERATORS SIMILAR TO A CONTRACTION OPERATOR 
The model theory developed in the preceding section describes 
operators up to similarity. A popular question in operator theory is: 
Which operators are similar to contraction operators? It seems 
reasonable that our model theory should give results on this question. 
This section is devoted to presenting such results. We shall consider 
primarily asymptotically stable operators. A simiIarity theorem is 
THEOREM 4.1. An operator A is similar to an asymptotically stable 
(class CO,) contraction if and only ;f it is the state propagator for some 
exactly controllable and observable system which is either 
(1) continuously controllable and observable : or equivalently, 
(2) has a frequency response function which is analytic and 
uniformly bounded on the disk. 
Proof. Lemma 3b.3 implies that hypotheses (1) and (2) of 
Theorem 4.1 are equivalent. If A = MkM-l for k an asymptotically 
stable contraction, then the system 
[MKM-1, M(1 - k*ky, M-1(1 - k*Ky2, --k* jclranee(l-kk*)] 
is continuously exactly controllable and observable. To check this, 
note the system’s close resemblance to a standard unitary system and 
apply the methods of the first part of Section 3d. Thus, one side of 
the Theorem is proved. 
Suppose that [A, B, C, D] is a continuously exactly controllable and 
observable system. By Eq. (2.6) and the definition of Hankel, , 
the operator Hankel, has closed range. Theorem 3c. 1 part (2) together 
with Theorem 3b.l implies that A is similar to an asymptotically 
stable contraction. 
Later we shall give an elementary way of viewing this type or 
theorem (see Remark 4.2). Now we use this theorem to study the main 
theorem of [3]. It states 
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THEOREM [3]. The operator A is similar to a contraction if 
O,(z) = -AJA + zQA*(l - zA*)-’ QA 
restricted to cl range QA is uniformly bounded for z in the disk. Here, 
Q,., = 1 1 - A*A 11/2,QA* = j 1 - AA* j1i2, and JA = sgn[l - AA*]. 
This theorem, when restricted to asymptotically stable operators, 
is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 as we now see. The functiqn 8,(z) 
is the frequency response function of the system 
9 = [A*, QA 9 QA* > Amf~ bmgeQ~]- 
For this system, 
q = [QA ,A*QA ,A*2Q~ ,...I. 
Let RN be the orthogonal projection onto the space of sequences in 
P(0, co, 0) with all but the first N terms equal to 0. The operator 
%RN is bounded; its adjoint satisfies 
I@?RN)* x /I2 = i (x, A*IQA2A”x) 
Z=O 
> (x, x) - (x, A*NANx) 
since QA2 > 1 - A*A. Since ANx + 0, one can show that 
A similar inequality holds for Q *. Thus, Lemma 3b.3 part (2) gives 
us that Y satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 from which we may 
conclude that A* is similar to a contraction. Therefore, A is similar 
to a contraction. 
The approach we have taken here is related to that taken by 
Holbrook [7, 81 to Theorem 8.1 of [14] and to the similarity problem 
in general. In particular, his critical lemma [7] follows from 
Theorem 3.6. I. 
LEMMA (Holbrook). If A, B, C, and k are bounded operators such 
that A” = Bk”C for n = 0, 1, 2,..., then if k is a contraction A is 
similar to a contraction. 
Remark 4.2. The construction at the heart of Theorem 4.1 is 
analogous to a standard construction of Lyapunov functions for linear 
differential equations in n dimensions, if (dx/dt)(t) = Lx(t) and all 
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solutions x(t) ---t 0 at oo, a frequently constructed (cf. an undergraduate 
text such as Kuller-Kreider-Ostburo) Lyapunov function is 
(4.1) 
where 11 II1 is any norm on V 12. The discrete analog of this construction 
is 
(J% 4 = f II A”x III. 
k=O 
(4.2) 
Clearly, (EAx, Ax) < (E X, x ) , and so if the (I&, X) norm is equivalent 
to the (x, X) norm, then A is similar to a contraction. One can verify 
that under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, I] [I1 defined by 
]Iy II1 = 11 Cy 11 when used in Eq. (4.2) makes this process work, and 
the similarity transformation thus achieved is the same as that of 
Theorem 4.2. 
The construction of operator theoretic dilations and this way of 
constructing Lyapunov functions are closely related. For example, 
compare Eq. (2.1) of Chap. 3 [12] with Eq. (4.1) above. 
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